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invention relates to a radio microwave 
radiation antenna, ‘and more particularly ‘to a 
dieleet‘ric rod =a'ntefn-iahavir'ig 'theaxis of the feed 
‘section thereof ‘offset from vthe axis of the di 
electric rod of the antenna. ' 

‘object ‘of “this invention is to provide a 
radar antenna which may be mounted directly 
to a metal surface without destroying the desired 
characteristics ‘of the radiation pattern produced 
bythe antenna. _ I , 

Another object ‘of this invention is to provide 
an end-?fe ‘antenna ffo‘i' ‘radio microwave radia 
tion of novel design which may be mounted di 
rectly upon a metal surface, the design being 
such as to reduce ‘to a 'in‘inirnumfthe losses due 
to side lobes normally developed by such an 
telnna‘s. _ 

ATpa'rt'i’c'iilar object of thisginven'tion is to pro 
v'i'de an end-fire antenna of the dielectric rod 
type v‘v-nich‘may‘be'mouhtea directly upon a metal 
surface ‘in which the losses due ‘to side lobes are 
reduced to a minimum. . , 

A more partieu'la‘r object or this invention is 
to provide an end-?re radar antenna of the di 
electric rod type having the axis of the feed sec 
tion thereof displaced from the longitudinal axis 
of the rod section. 
A still more particular object of this invention 

is to provide an end-?re radar antenna of the 
taper rod type having the exciting probe thereof 
displaced from the horizontal axis of the tapered 
section of the rod. 
Further objects and advantages of this inven 

tion, as well as its construction, arrangement, and 
operation, will be apparent from the following de 
scription and claims in connection with the ac 
companying drawing, in which the ?gure is a 
perspective view of an antenna constructed in 
accordance with the principles of this invention. 
End-?re radio microwave antennas of the di 

electric rod type have heretofore been discovered 
and are well known in the art. Such antennas, 
however, have been subject to various disadvan 
tages in particular installations. Such antennas 
heretofore known in the art have proven unsat 
isfactory when mounted directly upon a metallic 
surface such as the wing of an aircraft in that 
the energy in the main lobe was forced into side 
lobes, with a resultant loss of antenna gain. This 
invention provides a novel end-?re antenna in 
which these undesirable effects are reduced to a 
minimum. 
Referring to the drawing, there is shown a 

radar antenna 20 constructed according to the 
principles of the invention having a feeding por 
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tion 1'2"] a "tapered radiating ‘portion iii. '1 
metallie surface 23, such as the wing or ‘an an» 
craft, provides a means for mounting the au 
team. amehnalis 'fdrrne'd‘df a’solid dielec 
tri- ‘aterial such as, for example, polystyrene. 
An ‘exciting probe V2?! is‘ ‘disposed in the feeding 
section _2:l a‘t rightan'g'le's to theplan‘e which ine 
clu‘de’s-the longitudihaliaxi's trum- ‘ d g section 
and ‘the longitudinal-axis jof ‘the a‘dia ih‘g’sectibn. 

exciting probe ‘illu rated as shewaas being 
the center conductor of aeoaxii'al line-235,? though 
any-proper means ‘for exciting thepmtemaylbe 
used. It is to be noted that ETi‘eed'is‘'ebfztiori 2| "has 
the lower portion thereof cut away so as to pro: 
vitl’e a ‘step, the height of the cute’out stop ‘being 
represented ‘by the letter h; and "that exciting‘ 
probe is oriented parallel ‘to inetal ‘surface "23 on 
which ‘the antenna is ‘mounted. ‘ ‘ 
The following explanation of the'op'eration of 

the‘ device --isfbelieived to be Zacr'iurate, although 
another .e‘du-a-lly ‘plausible emanation may also 

be ‘true. In operation, exciting-probe '24 sets afi?eldin feeding-‘section ail, whichlact's asa'wave 

guide to carry energy into tapered section 22. 
Because of the o?set relationship of the exciting 
probe to the longitudinal axis of the tapered sec 
tion, the concentration of the ?elds developed in 
the tapered section is greatest in the upper region 
thereof. While some energy di?uses into the 
lower region of the tapered section, this may be 
reduced to a minimum by properly adjusting the 
height h of the step and consequently the dis 
placement of the exciting probe from the axis of 
the tapered section. In this manner, the side 
lobes of the antenna pattern can be kept at a 
minimum value without increasing the beam 
width in the horizontal plane, and direct mount 
ing of the antenna upon a metal surface is made 
feasible. In addition to operating satisfactorily 
when mounted directly upon a plane ?at surface 
as shown in the ?gure, it has been discovered that 
the antenna performs equally well when mounted 
on the fore and aft edge of a metal airfoil since 
the presence of the side of the airfoil also fails 
to cause the pattern of radiation developed by 
the antenna to deteriorate. 
While a particular embodiment of this inven 

tion has been disclosed and described, it is to be 
understood that various modi?cations and 
changes may be made in this invention without 
departing from the spirit and scope thereof asv 
set forth in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An end-?re radar antenna of the dielectric 

rod type comprising a solid dielectric member 



having a tapered portion and a rectangular feed 
ing portion, said feeding portion having an ex 
citing probe inserted therein, the longitudinal 
axis of said feeding portion being o?set from and 
coplanar with the longitudinal axis of said ta 
pered portion and the axis of said exciting probe 
being perpendicular to the plane which includes 
both the longitudinal axis of said feeding portion 
and the longitudinal axis of said tapered portion. 

2. A radar antenna comprising in combination, 
a metallic mounting surface, a. tapered solid di 
electric radiating section longitudinally disposed 
on said surface, and a rectangular dielectric feed 
ing section attached to the larger end of said ta 
pered dielectric radiating section, said rectangu 
lar feeding portion having equal width but small 
er in cross section than said radiating section and 
so disposed with respect to said tapered section 
that the longitudinal axis of said feeding section 
is offset from the longitudinal axis of said radiat 
ing section to establish a spaced relationship be 
tween said metallic surface and said feeding sec 
tion. 

3. A radar antenna comprising, a solid dielec 
tric rod formed into a feed portion and a radiat 
ing portion, said radiating portion being uniform 
in height and decreasing in width as it extends 
away from said feed portion, said feed portion be 
ing of uniform cross section equal in width to 
the large end of said radiating portion but of re 
duced height at one surface thereof whereby the 
longitudinal axis of said feed portion is offset 
from the longitudinal axis of said radiating por 
tion. 

4. An end ?re radar antenna comprising, a sol 
id dielectric rod formed into a feed portion and a 
radiating portion, said radiating portion being 
uniform in height and decreasing in width as it 
extends away from said feed portion, said feed 
portion being of uniform cross section equal in 
width to the large end of said radiating portion 
but of reduced height at one surface thereof, said 
feed portion being thereby offset from said ra-~ 
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diating portion whereby the longitudinal axis of 
said feed portion is offset from the longitudinal 
axis of said radiating portion, and an exciting 
probe disposed within said feed portion and hav 
ing its longitudinal axis perpendicular to the lon 
gitudinal axis of said feed portion. 

5. An end fire radar antenna comprising, a me 
tallic mounting surface, a solid dielectric rod 
formed into a feed portion and a radiating por 
tion, said radiating portion being uniform in 
height and decreasing in width as it extends away 
from said feed portion, means for attaching said 
radiating portion to said mounting surface, said 
feed portion being of uniform cross section equal 
in width to the large end of said radiating portion 
but of reduced height abutting said mounting, 
said feed portion being thereby offset from said 
mounting surface whereby the longitudinal axis 
of said feed portion is offset from the longitudi 
tudinal axis of said radiating portion, and an ex 
citing probe disposed within said feed portion and 
having its longitudinal axis perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis of said feed portion, whereby 
said feed portion when excited by said probe acts 
as a wave guide to carry energy into said radiat 
ing portion with a field concentration greater 
than in the region of said radiating portion re 
mote from said mounting surface. 
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